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Courmayeur

high level resort :: within 11 hours of calais :: excellent progression of slopes for all levels ::
good access to slopes from all hotels :: purpose built interski ski hire :: classic italian resort

great standard of accommodation

courmayeur

the skiing

Probably the most well-known of all Italian ski areas, Courmayeur lives up
to the great reputation it has earned as a lively, but traditional, resort.
Situated, as it is, at the head of the Aosta Valley in North West Italy, and
only a few kilometres from the French/Italian border, it boasts some of
the most stunning scenery in the Alps. The town is dominated by Europe’s
largest peak, Monte Bianco, and offers all that is best about Italian skiing.
The centre itself is cobbled and traffic free and brims with fascinating
shops, bars and restaurants and, since the Aosta Valley is an autonomous
tax-free region, the shopping is generally great value (especially for
those top Italian designer names).
The ski area is accessed by a modern 135 person cable car which leaves
from one end of the town or the gondola from dovonne. The journey to
Plan Chécrouit, from where all the ski lifts radiate, takes just over three
minutes and, since all the ski equipment is stored on the mountain, this daily
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resort height

direction of slopes

Courmayeur has over 100 km of marked pistes, the majority of which
are ideal for beginners and intermediates. The mountain ski area offers
a wealth of blue and red runs – some gentle and wide open and others
which are narrow pistes through the trees.

highest skiing

pistes

All in all, Courmayeur is an ideal intermediate resort with good runs for
beginners and the more advanced. A ‘Classic’ Italian resort, it is well
documented as being in the top five of many skiers’ favourite resorts in
Europe.

length of pistes
100km

number of pistes

Longest run

number of lifts

transfer is smooth and hassle free.

Why not have a look for yourself? Visit our Virtual maps and view each
and every run - http://virtual.interski.co.uk
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Open and tree lined
6 blue, 14 red, 4 black
4 cable cars, 2 gondolas,
8 chairlifts, 3 draglifts

mountain restaurants
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